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Abstract
Cold spraying is a promising approach for the processing of refractory metals. A powder material is
accelerated and heated in the gas flow of a supersonic nozzle to velocities that are sufficient to obtain
cohesion of the particles to a substrate due to plastic deformation. The cohesion behavior of the particles
is mainly determined by their velocity and temperature. These are controlled by the pressure and
temperature of the gas at the nozzle entrance. A correlation of the process parameters gas pressure and
temperature with the particle velocity and temperature is possible based upon numerical simulations. In
this contribution a CFDEM simulation model for particle heating and acceleration based on OpenFOAM
and LIGGGHTS is presented. CFDEMcoupling combines computational fluid dynamic (CFD) calculation
of the gas flow based on the finite volume method with a description of the particles based on the
discrete element method (DEM). The predictions of the simulation model are verified based on an
analytical description of the cold spray nozzle and validated by experimentally measured particle
velocities. Based on this experimental validation the drag model of Koch and Hill appears best suited for
a CFDEM modelling of cold spraying.
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Cold Spraying – Technology Principle and Challenges
In cold spraying a process gas (typically nitrogen), in which a powder coating material (dparticle ~ 10 –
50 µm) is injected [1], is fed through a supersonic nozzle at high pressure (pgas ~ 30 – 60 bar) and
temperature (Tgas ~ 600 - 1400 K). The principle of cold spraying is shown in Fig. 1. The powder particles
are inserted to the convergent part of a supersonic nozzle, heated in the gas flow and accelerated
towards a substrate to be coated. Generally particle temperatures stay below melting temperature. They
can vary between room temperature and 1100 K. Typical impact velocities of the particles are in the
range of 200–1200 m/s [2]. At those conditions the particles are plastically deformed upon impact and at
suitable parameters adhere to the substrate. The velocity at which 50 % of the particles adhere to the
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Figure 1: Cold spraying: technology principle.

substrate is called critical velocity [3]. It is generally assumed that bonding between particle and
substrate occurs when thermal softening due to thermal heating exceeds strain and strain rate
hardening. The stiffness of the contact interface breaks down and a material jet occurs. This
phenomenon is generally explained by the occurrence of adiabatic shear instabilities [4, 5]. Cold
spraying can be used as a coating technology, but can also be applied to repair worn or additively build
up new workpieces. It can be applied both for the processing of single materials and two or multi material
systems. As temperatures of the deposited material generally stay below melting temperature, thermal
influence of coating and substrate is minimized and the chemical and physical properties of the coating
correspond to those of the applied powder [6]. More detailed descriptions of the cold spraying technology
can be found in [1, 2, 6, 7–9].
In cold spraying it depends on the velocity and the temperature of the particles if those adhere to the
substrate. The particle velocity correlates with their kinetic energy that is converted to plastic deformation
work and finally heat. In addition to that a higher particle temperature makes the particle material softer
from the beginning. Velocity and temperature of the particles depend on the powder and gas properties
and are indirectly controlled by the pressure and temperature of the process gas at the nozzle entrance.
Whereas there are various approaches for an experimental determination of particle velocities in thermal
spraying, the low particle temperatures in cold spraying do not allow a classical pyrometric particle
temperature measurement [10]. Information about particle temperatures can be acquired based on
theoretical and computational models. Those allow getting information about particle velocity and
temperature at certain processing parameters (gas pressure, gas temperature, nozzle geometry and
position of particle injection).
At this background the theory of gas flow, particle heating and acceleration in the cold spray nozzle is
described and a numerical simulation model based on OpenFOAM and LIGGGHTS is presented. This
so called CFDEM approach combines a finite volume computational fluid dynamical (CFD) description of
the gas flow with a description of the particles based on the discrete element method (DEM). It is
implemented in the open source simulation toolbox CFDEMcoupling developed at the University of Linz.
Compared to classical particle tracking models this approach brings about the possibility to account for
particle-gas and particle-particle interactions. Based on the simulation model cold spraying of copper and
molybdenum powder is analyzed and different models for particle-gas interaction are compared with
respect to their suitability for modelling the cold spray process. The simulation results for particle
temperature and velocity are verified based on the described theory. Furthermore, an experimental
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validation of the simulation results for particle velocities is performed. Building on that a suggestion for
the choice of particle-gas interaction model in CFDEM modelling of cold spraying is made.

Theoretical Description of the Cold Spray Nozzle
Gas Flow
A theoretical description of the gas flow in a cold spray nozzle is possible based on the Mach number
relation [11]:
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At this A is the area of the cross section of the nozzle at the respective position and A∗ the nozzle throat
cross section area (see Fig. 2). γ is the ratio of specific heats of the gas and Mg the Mach number of the
gas flow.

Figure 2: Theoretical description of the cold spray nozzle: (a) gas flow and (b) heating and acceleration of a particle of density
ρp and size dp .

Based on equation (1) at each position along the nozzle a Mach number Mg can be assigned and the
gas temperature Tg , gas velocity ug , gas pressure pg and gas density ρg can be calculated from the
temperature Tin , pressure pin and density ρin at the nozzle entrance based on the following
relations [11]:
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ρ0 is the density of the gas at normal pressure p0 = 1 bar and normal temperature T0 = 293 K. ag is the
sound velocity of the gas and R S = R⁄M is the specific gas constant that is given by the ratio of the ideal
gas constant R and the molar mass M. From equation (3) it can be seen that gases with lower molar
mass and thereby higher specific gas constant, like for example helium, allow higher gas velocities.
Particle Heating and Acceleration
Particle acceleration in the cold spray nozzle can be described by the following differential equation [6]:
mp

∂up 1
= CD (Rep )ρg Ap (ug − up )|ug − up |
∂t
2

(6)

The change in velocity ∂up of a particle of mass mp depends on the difference between gas velocity ug
and particle velocity up , the particle cross sectional area Ap , the gas density ρg and the drag coefficient
CD (Rep ). The drag coefficient generally is a function of the particle Reynolds number Rep =
ρg dp |ug − up |⁄ηg . dp is the particle diameter and ηg the dynamic viscosity of the gas. From equation (6) it
can be seen, that particle acceleration is higher for smaller, low density particles.
In an analogous way particle heating can be described by [6]:
mp Cp,p

∂Tp νλg
=
O (T − Tp )
∂t
dp p g

(7)

The change of the temperature ∂Tp of the particle depends on the difference between gas temperature
Tg and particle temperature Tp , the surface area Op of the particle and the heat transfer coefficient ν, also
called Nusselt number. Cp,p is the heat capacity of the particle and λg the thermal conductivity of the gas.
Based on the gas velocity and the temperature profile along the nozzle, that can be calculated as
described in the previous section, equations (6) and (7) allow a calculation of particle velocity up and
particle temperature Tp by numeric integration. For this the nozzle length is partitioned into N evenly
spaced intervals of length ∂xi . Based on the actual particle velocity up the time interval ∂t i = ∂xi /up for
which the particle is within an interval i can be computed. From this the velocity change ∂up,i and the
temperature change ∂Tp,i can be calculated.

CFDEM Simulation Model for Particle Heating and Acceleration in the Cold Spray Nozzle
Compared to the theoretical models described in the previous section, numerical simulations allow a
more precise analysis of particle heating and acceleration in cold spraying. They do not require as
severe assumptions regarding geometry and contained physics and allow take into account the influence
of more sophisticated nozzle geometries, to describe the gas flow outside the nozzle, the influence of the
substrate as well as particle-gas and particle-particle interactions. Following a simulation model for
particle heating and acceleration in the cold spray nozzle based on the open source toolbox
CFDEMcoupling shall be presented. It combines the finite volume computational fluid dynamics
capabilities of OpenFOAM with the discrete element particle simulation abilities of LIGGGHTS. In the
following description of the simulation model OpenFOAM and LIGGGHTS specific expressions are
written in italics.
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The simulation model for particle heating and acceleration in the cold spray nozzle is based on the
cfdemSolverRhoPimple solver developed at the Department of Particulate Flow Modelling of the
Johannes Kepler University Linz. This solver is based on the transient solver rhoPimpleFoam of
OpenFOAM. It uses the PIMPLE algorithm for the solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes equation
and was extended by the LIGGGHTS particle simulation interface. The nozzle geometry was meshed
using the automatic split hex mesher snappyHexMesh of OpenFOAM. In the physical description
viscosity and heat capacity were held constant and gravity vertical to the nozzle orientation was
considered. The compressible gas flow was described as laminar. The particles were inserted with an
initial velocity of 5 m/s at the entrance of the convergent nozzle section and the particle size distribution
of the powder was taken into account. For the analysis OpenFOAM 2.3.x, LIGGGHTS 3.0.6 and
CFDEMcoupling 2.9.0 were applied.
A key issue in modelling the cold spray nozzle is the description of the force and energy transfer
between gas and particles. In CFDEMcoupling the force transfer between gas and particles is described
by the forceModel and the heat transfer by the energyModel. CFDEMcoupling comprises different force
and heat transfer models, respectively.
In the CFDDEMcoupling forceModel SchillerNaumannDrag for the drag coefficient
CD,SchillerNaumann according to Schiller and Naumann [12] a distinction for low and high particle Reynolds
numbers Rep is made:
24
(1 + 0.15Rep 0.687 ) Rep < 1000
CD,SchillerNaumann (Rep ) = {Rep
0.44 Rep > 1000

(8)

The track coefficient CD,SchillerNaumann decreases with increasing particle Reynolds numbers for Rep <
1000. For particle Reynolds numbers Rep > 1000 it takes a constant value.
The GidaspowDrag forceModel for the drag coefficient CD,Gidaspow according to Gidaspow [13] takes into
account the particle volume fraction αs
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At this ρg is the density and ηg the dynamic viscosity of the gas, ug the gas and up the particle velocity.
dp is the particle diameter. For the low solid volume fractions in cold spraying (αs ~10−6 ) only the first line
(αs ≤ 0.2) of equation (9) is relevant. For low particle Reynolds numbers Rep the Gidaspow drag
coefficient is close to that of Schiller and Naumann. However, it further decreases for high particle
Reynolds numbers Rep (compare Fig. 3 a).
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The DiFeliceDrag forceModel of CFDEMcoupling according to Di Felice [14] shows the same global
trend but delivers higher drag coefficients for the particle Reynolds number range relevant in cold
spraying. It has the following form:
χ = 3.7 − 0.65exp (

CD,DiFelice = (0.63 +

−(1.5 − logRep )²
)
2
4.8
√Rep

(12)

2

) (1 − αs )2−χ

(13)

Newer drag models deliver even higher drag coefficients. In the BeetstraDrag forceModel according to
Beetstra [15, 16] the drag coefficient is defined by:
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The KochHillDrag forceModel according to Koch and Hill [17] has the following form:
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This drag model was derived from Lattice Boltzmann simulations and delivers highest drag coefficients
for the particle Reynolds number range relevant in cold spraying. The particle Reynolds number
dependency is less pronounced.
For the heat transfer between gas and particles in CFDEMcoupling only one model is implemented. The
energyModel heatTransferGunn according to Gunn [18] has the following form:
1

ν(Rep ) = (7 − 10(1 − αs ) + 5(1 − αs )²) (1 + 0.7Re0.2
p Pr 3 )
+ (1.33 − 2.4(1 − αs ) + 1.2(1 −

1
αs )²)Re0.7
p Pr 3

(19)

At this Pr = ηg Cp,g ⁄λg is the Prandtl number of the gas, with the dynamic viscosity ηg , the heat capacity
Cp,g and the thermal conductivity λg .
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Both drag coefficients CD (Rep ) and heat transfer coefficients ν(Rep ) show a significant dependence on
the particle Reynolds number Rep . At typical cold spay conditions the particle Reynolds number Rep rises
from ~ 2500 in the convergent nozzle section to a maximum value of ~ 5500 at the nozzle throat and
falls to a value of ~ 500 at the nozzle exit. Fig. 3 shows the drag coefficients CD (Rep ) and heat transfer
coefficients ν(Rep ) for this particle Reynolds number range.

Figure 3: Particle Reynolds number dependence of (a) drag coefficients and (b) heat transfer coefficient in CFDEMcoupling.

Simulation Results and Discussion
Based on the CFDEM simulation model particle heating and acceleration in a cold spray nozzle were
analyzed. For this spherical copper and molybdenum powders with two typical parameter sets, were
̅ = 25 µm and cold spraying at a
regarded. The analyzed copper powder has a medium particle size of d
gas temperature of Tgas of 673 K and gas pressures pgas of 32 and 40 bar was regarded. The analyzed
molybdenum powder is slightly smaller. It has a medium particle size of 23 µm. The regarded spray
parameters were a gas temperature of 1273 K at gas pressures of 50 and 60 bar. The regarded cold
spray nozzle has a length of 140 mm, an exit diameter of 6.4 mm and a throat diameter of 2.7 mm. The
powder was injected with an initial velocity of 5 m/s on the nozzle axis 10 mm before the throat in the
convergent section. At the nozzle exit the particles were frozen and their velocity and temperature were
analyzed. The applied process gas was nitrogen. The material data of nitrogen, copper and molybdenum
that was used for the calculations is listed in Table I. Apart from this for nitrogen a dynamic viscosity of
η = 2∙10-5 Pa∙s was assumed [19].
Table I: Material data applied for simulation and theoretical calculations [19]

Nitrogen Copper Molybdenum
Density ρ [kg/m³]

1.25

8900

10200

Thermal conductivity λ [W/(mK)] 2.5∙10-2 400

140

Heat capacity Cp [J/(kgK]

251

103

385
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Figure 4: CFDEM simulation (forceModel KochHillDrag, energyModel heatTransferGunn) of cold spraying of: (a) copper
powder (d̅ = 25 µm; pgas = 40 bar, Tgas = 673 K) and (b) molybdenum powder (d̅ = 23 µm; pgas = 60 bar,
Tgas = 1273 K).

In the analysis the five different forceModels available in CFDEMcoupling (SchillerNaumannDrag,
GidaspowDrag, DiFeliceDrag, BeetstraDrag and KochHillDrag) were regarded and compared to each
other. For the energyModel heatTransferGunn was applied. Fig. 4 shows simulation results obtained for
the two powders with the high pressure parameter sets when utilizing the KochHillDrag forceModel. The
size of the particles is enlarged by a factor of 25. The left hand side shows the temperature, the right
hand side the velocity of gas and particles, respectively. The colorbars were independently scaled for
gas and particles.
Gas velocities and temperatures along the cold spray nozzle obtained from the simulation model fit quite
well the predictions from nozzle theory (compare Fig. 5). Also the values of particle velocity and
temperatures show good correlation. Table II shows the obtained results for particle velocity and
temperature at the nozzle exit at the regarded parameter sets for the different forceModels. In order to
verify the simulation model those results were compared to the results of the theoretical description of
particle heating and acceleration in the cold spray nozzle. The velocities and temperatures of the
particles calculated from theory are in the range of the standard deviation of the simulation results.
Generally the theoretical velocities are slightly higher and the theoretical temperatures slightly lower than
the values obtained from the simulation. This can be deduced to the more or less severe assumptions
necessary in the theoretical description of the gas and particle flow in the cold spray nozzle.
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Particle heating and acceleration in the cold spray nozzle for different forceModels: simulation vs. theory and
experiment.

In order to learn, which forceModel is suited best for the description of particle acceleration in cold
spraying the simulation results for particle velocities were also compared to experimental measurement
data that was obtain with an OSEIR SprayWatch system utilizing the time-of-flight method. It becomes
obvious that for the KochHillDrag forceModel the simulated velocities for spherical copper and
molybdenum powder fit very well to the experimental data. Fig. 5 shows the obtained theoretical and
simulation results for gas and particle velocity and temperature respectively for copper and molybdenum
powder when using the KochHillDrag forceModel. This result is in accordance to earlier analyses on the
drag coefficient when utilizing Lagrangian particle tracking in OpenFOAM [20]. At this the OpenFOAM
drag model according to Plessis and Masliyha [21, 22], delivering a drag coefficient on the same size
scale like the KochHillDrag forceModel for the particle Reynolds number range relevant in cold spraying,
was found to be well suited for cold spray modelling.
For all analyzed cases there is a very good correlation between simulated and measured particle velocity
at the nozzle exit. A look at the velocity and temperature data along the nozzle axis makes obvious that
particles are predominantly heated in the convergent nozzle section, whereas acceleration mainly takes
place in the region of the nozzle throat. Generally, higher pressure leads to higher particle velocities. For
the molybdenum powder both gas and particle velocities as well as temperatures are significantly higher
compared to copper. This can be explained by the higher gas pressures and temperatures.
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Figure 5: CFDEM simulation (forceModel KochHillDrag, energyModel heatTransferGunn) of particle and gas flow in the nozzle
vs. theory and experiment for cold spraying of: (a) copper powder (d̅ = 25 µm; pgas = 32 bar, Tgas = 673 K), (b) copper
powder (d̅ = 25 µm; pgas = 40 bar, Tgas = 673 K), (c) molybdenum powder (d̅ = 23µm; pgas = 50 bar, Tgas = 1273 K)
and (d) molybdenum powder (d̅ = 23 µm; pgas = 60 bar, Tgas = 1273 K).

Conclusions
The results presented demonstrate, that CFDEMcoupling is a powerful tool to analyze the cold spray
process. The coupling between an OpenFOAM based compressible gas description and a LIGGGHTS
based particle simulation in cfdemSolverRhoPimple has proven to be well suited for modelling particle
heating and acceleration in the cold spray nozzle. The simulation results obtained for different powders
show good correlation to theory. A comparison to experimental data has shown that the KochHillDrag
forceModel is very well suited in order to describe particle acceleration in the high particle Reynolds
number regime of the cold spray nozzle.
Beyond that, the theoretical and simulation methods presented allow the acquirement of valuable
information about particle velocity and temperature in cold spraying at various processing parameters.
Depending on the processed powder and the applied nozzle the influence of gas pressure, gas
temperature and particle injection position on the impact conditions can be analyzed. With respect to an
application of cold spraying for the processing of refractory metals, the methodologies described allow
an estimation of the leverage offered by certain process variables. Furthermore, the information gained
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on particle temperature and velocity can also severe as an input for the thermo-mechanical modelling of
the particle impact [23].
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